
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Ex 1. Click on the links and complete the exercise (Вставить ссылку) 
 
 http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/vocabulary-exercises/weather  
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/ru/node/17903  
 
 

Ex 2. Match 1-8 with a-h. (Друг напротив друга, что бы можно было соеденить) 
 
1.There has been considerable  
 
2. The death  

3. The school and several houses  

4. They rescued  

5. They need to maintain   

6. People are trapped   

7. The earthquake struck   

8. People fear that  

 

a. in the early morning. 

b. more people. 

c. inside buildings. 

d. toll could rise. 

e. more will die. 

f. damage. 

g. collapse. 

h. supplies

Ex 3. Choose the correct answer. (Можно выпадающим списком, или тестом) 

1 A volcano erodes / erupts / erases. 

2. An epidemic spreads / sprouts / sprays. 

4. A hurricane can swerve / sweep / swipe across an area. 

http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/vocabulary-exercises/weather
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/ru/node/17903


5. An earthquake can quake / rake / shake a city. 

6. People who have no food may strive / starve / hunger to death. 

7. It was a very bad accident. There were 150 causalities / casualities / casualties.  

8. Thousands of children were victims / victors / victories of the civil war. 

9. Only ten people surveyed / revived / survived the accident. 

Thousands of refusees / refugees / rescuees are living in emergency camps.  

Ex 4. What do we call ...? The first letter is given. 
 
1 Deep piles of snow blown by the wind? snowdrift 
2 Snow and rain mixed together? sleet 
3 A heavy snowstorm with high winds? blizzard 
4 Dirty, brownish, melting snow in the streets? slush 
5 Very light, fine rain?       drizzle 
6 Rain that only lasts a very short time? shower 
7 Little balls of ice that fall from the sky? hail 
8 Thunder and heavy rain at the same time?    thunderstorm 
9 A very light fog? mist 
10 Fog and smoke/pollution together? smog 
 
Ex 5. Test 
 
1.   a prediction about how something (as the weather) will develop 

 forecast    

 thermometer    
 fog  
 
2.   a strong wind moving 45-90 knots; force 7 to 10 on Beaufort scale 

 fog    
 gale    
 foggy  
 
3.   bright and pleasant weather 

 sunny    

 foggy    
 shower   
4.   a violent weather condition with winds 64-72 knots (11 on the Beaufort scale) and 



thunder and lightning 

 storm    

 shower    

 centigrade    
 
5.   used of physical heat; having a high or higher than desirable temperature 

 cloudy    

 thermometer    
 hot   
 
6.   a visible mass of water or ice particles suspended at a considerable altitude 

 thunder    

 cloud    
 sunny   
 
7.   free from liquid or moisture; lacking natural or normal moisture or depleted of water; 
or no longer wet 

 dry    

 lightning    
 cool   
 
8.   a brief period of precipitation 

 centigrade    

 cloudy    
 shower   
 
9.   free from liquid or moisture; lacking natural or normal moisture or depleted of water; 
or no longer wet 

 sunshine    

 rain    
 dry  
 
10.   covered or soaked with a liquid such as water 

 thunder    
 snow     
 wet  
 
11.   ice crystals forming a white deposit (especially on objects outside) 

 sunny    

 frost    
 dry  
 
12.   abrupt electric discharge from cloud to cloud or from cloud to earth accompanied 
by the emission of light 

 cold    

 lightning    



 thunder   
 
14.   water frozen in the solid state 

 sun    

 cold    

 ice    
 
15.   measuring instrument for measuring temperature 

 thermometer    

 gale    
 frost   
 

Ex.6 Compare picture pairs and describe the weather in them.    
1.  
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